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Ah, The Halcyon Days of 2020...

2020 every second

BUT WAIT, THERE'S MORE

HISTORIANS IN 2070 INTRODUCING A DOCUMENTARY ABOUT 2020

WHAT YOU'RE ABOUT TO WATCH IS A NIGHTMARE.
But then it was 2021! Much...better?

Me In January: 2020 is finally over. Next year will be better

2021
So 2022 will be amazing... Right?
Surely 2022 will be just...amazing...

When you remember
Soylent green is set in 2022
Nevertheless, we got a few things done!

Let's run the numbers, shall we?

→ Ballots Created 2020-2022: 19
→ Ballots Passed: 15
→ Ballots Failed: 1
→ Ballots Withdrawn/Unsubmitted: 2
→ TBD: SC57
A few highlights!
Balloted...

→ Conversion of BRs, NCSSRs, and EVGs to Pandoc/Git management (SC41)
→ Removal of SHA-1 in OCSP signatures (SC53)
→ Streamlining CA log requirements (SC50)
→ Removal of CAA exception for DNS operators (SC46)
...And Non-balloted!

→ Transfer of NCSSRs to new NetSec Working Group
→ Migration to Github as canonical source
→ Successful conversion of F2F meetings to virtual, and now to hybrid formats
→ Automation of document publication
And there's always room for gentle, positive disagreement...

→ Removal of subject:organizationalName (SC47)
The Road Ahead

→ Certificate Profiles from Validation WG
→ Alignment of content and formatting (3647) between BRs and EVGs
Thank you!

For support, guidance, reminders, and enormous patience with the squirrels running my brain,

Many, Many Thanks.